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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

December 6, 1960

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

December Faculty Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
December 13th, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Presentation of Memorial Minute for Professor Charles A.
Barnhart -- Professor Hendrickson.

2.

Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill standing
committee vacancies -- Professor Baker.

3.

Annual Report of the Athletic Council -- Professor Daub.

4.

Proposal to drop the undergraduate curriculum for social
work (see pp. 119-120 in current Catalog) -- Dean Wynn for
the College of Arts and Sciences.

5.

Proposed change in requirements for graduation with General
Honors -- Professor Freedman. (Statement attached.)

6.

Proposal by the College of Business Administration to reduce
the number of hours required for the B,B.A. degree from 124
plus 4 P. E. to 120 plus 4 P. E. -- Dean Parish. (Statement attached.)

7,

Statement concerning the Coronado Credit Union -- Professor
R. M. Duncan .

8.

Final request for nominations for honorary degrees -- VicePresident Castetter.

9.

Statement concerning the extension of residence credit for
courses taken by television -- President Popejoy.
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(Summarized Minutes)
The December 13, 1960, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by
President Popejoy at 4:07 p.m., with a quorum present.
A memorial minute for Charles A. Barnhart, Professor Emeritus of Mathematics who
died on August 3, 1960, was read by Professor Hendrickson. The Faculty adop~ed
this minute and directed that a copy of it be sent to Mrs. Barnhart.
Professor Baker, chairman of the Policy Committee, nominated Professor Mitchell as
a member of the Scholarships and Prizes Committee, replacing Professor Reva. This
nomination, presented on behalf of the Policy Committee, was approved.
Professor Daub, chairman of the Athletic Council, presented the Council's annual
report on (a) waivers of the "C" rule for athletes, and (b) awards and employment
made available to athletes.
Dean Wynn, on behalf of the College of Arts and Sciences, proposed that the
curriculum in social work be eliminated from the offerings of the Department of
Sociology. In reply to a comment regarding the national and state shortage of
qualified social workers, it was pointed out by Professor Varley that the Sociology Department would continue to offer course work and broad training in areas
which would be appropriate as background for later professional training in the
field of social work. Dean Wynn's recommendation was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Eubank, chairman of the Speech Department, recommended the establishment
of a speech major with emphasis in speech correction. He pointed out that the
request was made in order to provide for basic certification in the field and
stated that essentially there was nothing new in the proposal. He said further
that approval of the program had been given by the Advisory Committee and the
Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences as well as by the University Curricula
Committee . After a motion to table was defeated, the new major was approved by
the Faculty.
A minor change in the requirements for graduation with general honors, submitted
by Professor Freedman as Associate Director of Honors, was approved by the
Facui ty.
'
Dean Parish, for the College of Business Administration, recommended that the
number of hours required for the B.B.A, degree be reduced from 124 (plus four in
Physical Education) to 120 (plus four in Physical Education) . This recommendation
was approved by the Faculty.
Professor R. M. Duncan, chairman of the Retirement and Insurance Committee, presente~ a proposal from the Committee that the total monthly premium, per employee,
for the major medical health insurance program be increased from $11.50 to $16 . 10
(from $5.00 to $7.00 for the employee; from $6.50 to $9,10 for dependents); the
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cost to the University would be increased from $1.25 to $1.75 per month per
employee. Professor Duncan stated that estimated total premiums from 1960 were
$7 4,750, while estimated claims were $97,350, and that the Committee had chosen
t o recommend increasing the premium rather than reducing benefits. Unless otherwise instructed by the Faculty, Professor Duncan said, the proposal would be
submitted to the administration in the form of a recommendation . No such contrary
instruction was forthcoming, and it was therefore understood that the recommenda tion would be submitted as indicated.
Professor Duncan, as president of the Coronado Credit Union, issued an invitat ion
to members of t he faculty t o join the Union and participate actively in its
operation .
Vice-President Castetter, as chairman of the Graduate Commi ttee, once again urged
faculty members to exercise their privilege of making nominations for the awarding
of honorary degrees at Commencement. He requested that such nominations be made
immediately to the Graduate Committee.
President Popejoy quoted from a memorandum addressed t o him from Dean Travelstead,
chairman of the Advisory Committee on Educational Tel evision, relative to the
matter of residence credit for courses t aken by televi sion. In accordance with
the memorandum, the President explained t hat it would be advisable for the Facul t y
t o extend its earlier approval for residence credit. He said also that further
information and specific recommendat ions for a permanent policy on various forms
of credit for television courses would be presented to the Faculty in due course
t hrough the Policy Committee, the Advisory Committee, and possibly the Committee
on Entrance and Credits .
Professor H.J . McMurray appealed t o members of the faculty for funds "to fight
in the courts of New Mexico for a principle and against a law. The principle is
freedom -- freedom for each one of us to practice his profession and to live his
life without unwarranted interference from any source . The law is one which
grants to every top public school administrator in the Stat e of New Mexico arbitrary power , . . . 11
President Popejoy said that he was quite sure that i nformation in regard to
t he matter which had been before the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
for nearly a year could be made available by request t o the Committee .
The meeting adjourned at 5:35 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December 13, 1960
The December 13, 1960, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Popejoy at
4:07 p.m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY
I believe you have all received a copy of the agenda . The first item is the
presentation of a · emorial Minute for Professor
Charles A. Barnhart, by Professor Hendrickson.
PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON
On August 3, 1960, Professor Charles Anthony Barnhart, professor emeritus of
Mathematics, died after a long illness. With his passing,
the University lost a friend who had been associated with
it for over forty years.
Professor Barnhart was born in Mansfield , Illinois,
in 1883. He received his bachelor's degree from the
University of Illinois in 1905 and a master's degree
from the same school in 1911. Between these times he
worked as a teacher of mathematics and physics and as
principal of the high school in Anna, Illinois. From
1912 to 1917 he was a mathematics instructor at Carthage
College, Illinois. He taught at Colorado College during
the year 1917-1918 and then came to the University of
New Mexico as Professor of Mathematics and Chairman of
the Mathematics Department. He served as chairman
until 1931, when he was succeeded by Carroll V. Newsom,
but continued to serve as Professor of Mathematics until
his retirement from teaching in 1946.
After his retirement, Professor Barnhart, unhappy
with inactivity continued to serve the University as
manager of the ~ampus Post Office, a position he held for
several years.
A man of deep religious convictio~s, he was an
active member of St. Timothy's Evangelical Lutheran
Church and held several responsible positions in that
organization, as well as in the National Lutheran Synod .
Professor Barnhart was above all else a teacher
with a great feeling of responsibility for both the

Memorial
Minute for
Professor
Barnhart
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mental and spiritual welfare of his students . Both his
office and his home were always open to the student
feeling the need of advice or counseling .
The University of New Mexico here records its
sorrow at the passing of a man who had been associated
with it almost from its infancy and who had seen it
through some of its most trying years .
f

•

•

Mr. Chairman , I move that this Minute be adopted
by the Faculty and a copy sent to rs . Barnhart .
SEVERAL MEMBERS seconded, and the motion was carried
unanimously .
_,
\

POPEJOY
The next item on the agenda is nominations by the Policy Committee to fill standing committee
vacancies. Professor Baker .

Replacement
on Standi
Co
ttee

PROFESSOR BAKER
There is one vacancy at the present time on the Scholarship and Prizes Committee . For
that vacancy , on behalf of the Policy Committee, I ish
to nominate Merle Mitchell.
HENDRICKSON

Second .

otion carried .

POPEJOY
The next item is the annual report of
the Athletic Council . Professor Daub .
PROFESSOR DAUB
This report covers the academic
year 1959- 60 and consists of two parts: (a) a tions taken
by the Athletic Council on waivers of the "C" rule as
recommended by the Dean of Men for athletes enga ing in
intercollegiate competition , and (b) information o the
Faculty on awards and employment made available to athletes at this institution .
(a) Waivers of the "C" Rule for at letes. During
the academic year 1959- 60 fifteen st~dents co~pe~ed as
members of University varsity athletic teams in intercollegiate competition through waiver of the "C" rule.
These student athletes are listed in this report alo
with their sport , grade point.average (GP~) at the University at the time of the waiver, probat1on~ry status
if any , and present standing in the University.

Annual
Report of
A etic
Council

Waivers of
11
C11 Rule
for Athletes
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Table I
Name (sport)

GPAa

Robert Crandall (FB)
Ray Du.rwood Stell (FB)
Joseph Walcott (FB)

Probationa

Present Standing

(85/87)0 . 976
(26/29)0 . 895
(26/30)0 . 866

Yes(F . A.)
No
Yes(Ed . )b

William Hayes (FB)
Patrick Blaney (FB)

(25/27)0 . 925
(3/6)0 . 500

No
Yes(U . )b

Charles Hatfield (Sw)

(96/98)0 . 980

Yes(B . A. )

Francis Grant (BB)

(9/13)0 . 690

Yes(Ed . ) b

Dale Hawk (BB)
Adolph Plummer (Tr)
Arthur Von Wolff (W)
Theodore Brooks (W)
James Dupree (Tr)
Harvey Peel (Tr)
Richard Howard (Tr)

(13/16)0 . 812
(10/12)0 . 832
(30/33)0 . 908
(44/49)0 . 898
(12/13)0 . 925
(48/53)0 . 905
(44/45)0 . 977

Yes(Ed . ) b
No
No
No
No
No
No

Andrew Sincla ir (Tr)

(39/41)0 . 950

No

Susp3nded 1/30/60
C or better
C or better, off
probation
C or better·
C or better, off
probation
C or better, off
probation
0 . 965 GPA, cont'd
on probation
C or better
C or better
C or better
0 . 971 GPA
0 . 725 GPA
0.850 GPA
0.964 GPA, 2 hr.
incomplete
C or better

Ca) At time waiver was granted
(b) Jr . Coll . transfer
This table in its entirety will be placed in the
Faculty minutes of this meeting; however, in my presentation I will summarize its contents for you . Of
these fifteen student athletes , six were on probation
in their respective colleges at the time the waiver
was granted and of these, four are now holding a "C"
average , one has been suspended, and one is on continued probation with an improved situation . Of the
t otal number of fifteen , nine now hold a "C" average,
two improved their GPA , and four lost ground .
Du.ring the year five requests for waiver of the
"C " rule for varsity competition were turned down by
the Council .
In addition to these varsity cases, four freshman
basketball players were allowed to complete their season
which ran into the second semester although they had not
earned an over-all "C" during their first semester .
In recent years the Athletic Departm~nt has been
sponsoring a study hall on Campus three nights a week.
.
1 waiver
.
Beginning freshmen and athletes h o ld ing
a "C" rue
are required to attend , and other athletes under a "C"
are encouraged to attend . Last spring a track athlete,
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Richard Howard, refused to attend this study hall and
the "C" rule waiver he had received was revoked for
this among other reasons .
(b) S~mma:;L_Qf Gratuitous Aid and Employment.
The following is.a su~m~r? of information supplied by
the Student Affairs D7vi~ion covering all expenditures
on student athletes listing all recipients for the
1959-60 academic year .
On-campus employment of student athletes amounted
to $15,360 for a total of 133 athletes, or $115 per
student athlete so employed.
.
. ith respect to athletic scholarships or grantsin-aid? there we:e 180 athletes on campus receiving
su~h . aid, totalling $118,815 . 55 including grants for
tuition and room and board . This averages to $660
per student athlete so aided.
In addition to the foregoing, training table
charges of $14,698.60 and cost of books for loan to
~tudent athletes amounting to $5,742.08 should also be
included in this report.
Thank you, Professor Daub.
POPEJOY
any questions?

\

'

Are there

DEAN PARISH
I seem to have reason every year to
ask some questions after this report . I should like
to know what were the reasons for permitting students
to go into Varsity sports with less than a "C" average.
Last year we were told that practically all such students were in the University College where it was
felt some waiver might be allowed . According to the
report this year, there are a large number of student
athletes in a degree - earning college who are on probation in their college .
DAUB
Of the students who are on probation in
their college , one boy had a 0. 976 index, 85 gr~de
points 87 hours attempted, in the College of Fine
Arts . ' He was allowed to play football . He did not
better his record and was suspended in January. Of
the 15 students who received this waiver , he was the
only one suspended out of the whole lot .
Another student , in the Education Col~eg~, had
a GPA of 0 . 866 . He was a transfer from a Junior ,
college where he had spent one or two years (I don t
·
h e h as a "C"
remember which). At the present ~ime
average and got off probation during the semester he

Gratuitous
Aid and
Employment
for Athletes

.' '
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was playing football. Another one was a student in
the University College who was admitted on probation
because he went to summer school here . He was a transfer from the New Mexico Military Institute with a 1 . 3
a~erage . He went to summer school as a non- degree candidate and took Math . 15, in which he made a grade of D
and History 51 where he received a C. He was allowed '
to play football even though he had a GPA here of only
. 5, because he had a reasonably good record at the
other institution and because members of the Council
felt that summer school grades were not indicative .
He got off probation the next semester .
Cha rles Hatfield in Business Administration came
up with . 98 grade points . Dur ing the semester when he
was allowed to swim he got off probation; he is still
off probation. Another boy, Francis Grant , transferred
here from Ft . Lewis College with a 1 . 3 average, spent
only one semester here , and his grade point average is
now . 965 , which is less than . 04 under a one point average - - 24 grade points for 25 hours attempted . Another
is Dale Hawk , a basketball player . He transferred with
a good junior college record , had a relatively poor first
semester with a GPA of . 812, and is now a student in the
College of Education with a C average .
Boys sometimes come in from a junior college with
a pretty good recor d and find the standards and course
content at this institution are somewhat beyond what
they have been taki ng . (It is similar for a high school
graduate coming in as a Freshman . ) So junior college
transfers can be on probation in their college because
they may have been admitted here in a degree - granting
college .
Perhaps we have been too lenient, but I should
p oint out that the vote on these cases is not always
unanimous ; sometimes it is 4 to 3 in favor, sometimes
4 to 3 against .
PARISH
I don ' t want to open up an argument in
v i ew of the fact that I have a proposal to make later
on (an argument now might not be good politics), so I
will simply state that I disagree with what has been
done .
PROFESSOR NORMAN May I inquire about the number
of athletes receiving aid? You say that 1~3 students
r eceived on- campus employment and 180 received scholarships?
DAUB Yes . There is some over-lapping . A boy can
receive a grant- in-aid and still put in 15 hours of work

51

·,
' ,, t
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for $15 a month.
NORMAN
The total of athletic scholarships is
$118,815.55. The total of all aid and employment given
to athletes is $154,61? .23. How does this compare, can
you tell me, to expenditures on academic scholarships?
DAUB
I am not in a position to give you a report
on ~hat; this is the first year this has not been included in my report. According to a report I have here,
total scholarships at this institution amount to
$203,409 .02. Academic scholarships account for
$114,814.02 of that, and National Defense Student Loans
total $88 ,595.00 .
POPEJOY There is a figure missing, in the student
work program.
DAUB
I don't have those figures. I got off that
hook, so to speak, the last time I gave this report.
Such a report on aid for non-athletes might be worthwhile,
but it should not be given by the Athletic Council.
PROFESSOR FREEDMAN Is the ratio between athletic
and non-athletic scholarships one reason why Phi Beta
Kappa has not been willing to ·establish a chapter at
this University?
DAUB
I have heard rumors to that effect, but I
might point out that Phi Beta Kappa has chapters at institutions with a far bigger expenditure for athletic
scholarships than ours.
DEAN WYNN
I can tell you something about that.
Phi Beta Kappa, three years ago and six years ago,gave,
as the only reason for our failure to be put on the list
for investigation for the establishment of a chapter,
the athletic situation. We might as well be perfectly
frank. Phi Beta Kappa has suddenly developed its own
iron-clad rule that the proportion of money given to nonathletes must be as great as that given to athletes. The
fact is that not a single state university in the country
from Alabama to -- well, whatever is the last in the
alphabet -MEMBER

Wyoming.

(Laughter)

WYNN
does this but we are helpless . We are
in the same boat with s;me fine state universities -Louisiana, Florida, Maryland, and a few others: There
is no reason to point the finger.at our athletic program. As far as Phi Beta Kappa is concerned, the

Phi Beta
Kappa

... ,
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question is simply, did you get in before this rule was
passed . I abominate it, I think Phi Beta Kappa ought
to have its head examined, but we are helpless to do
anything about it .
PROFESSOR WELCH
Phi Beta Kappa key.

That is why I am not wearing my

POPEJOY
Are there any other questions or observations?
This report will be recorded in the minutes.
The next item is a proposal to drop the undergraduate
curriculum in social work, presented by Dean Wynn for the Dropping of
Curriculum
College of Arts and Sciences .
WYNN
About ten years or more ago, when Mrs. Helen
Ellis was added to the staff of the Sociology Department,
there was added a curriculum known as the "Curriculum in
Social Work . " It was an inter-departmental curriculum,
calling upon work in sociology and related social science
departments. With the retirement of Mrs. Ellis and with
tbe Department of Sociology making plans for the future,
the Department has requested that this particular curriculum be dropped from the offerings. I move that the proposal be approved by this Faculty .
PROFESSOR McMURRAY

Second.

PROFESSOR WEIHOFEN
The Sociology Department, of
course, is concerned with what it wishes to include in
its teaching program , but this proposal, as I understand
it , is that the curriculum in social work simply be
dropped - - it will not be given at all in the University,
in the Sociology Department or elsewhere . This sees to
me to be a pretty serious matter . I don't pretend to
speak as an-expert , merely as a member of the community,
and I am sure my feeling is that of many people here. I
am one who has worked with various social agencies, with
voluntary groups in the community .
ost of you know of
the desperate shortage in qualified personnel to ha~dle
this work . This situation exists throughout the United
States as well as in our own state . I understand we
ought to be graduating some ten t.o fifte~n th~usand
social workers a year to meet our n~eds in this country,
but our graduate schools, in the United States and
Canada , graduate less than two thousand. Some~ of
the workers have no training whatever. And the situation is going to get worse . By 1970 it is estimated
that we will need 50% more workers ~han we nee~ today
-- people to work with juvenile delinquent~, with emotionally disturbed children and parents, with the

in Social
Work
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physicall? handicapp~d , with the mentally ill and retarded, with alcoholics, drug addicts, and to work in
all the rest of the services we are trying to render.
Every service has said that we need to call on the universities to help meet this need . This is where the
persoil1:1-el m~s~ come from. WICHE has pointed this out.
The universities are the key to the crucial shortage
that faces every western, as well as eastern, state.
As I say, this need is as great in New exico as e sewhere .. This is one of the few states that has as yet
no medical school, no public psychiatric clinic, less
than the required number of doctors and other professional
~eople. We, therefore , need to rely more on these auxiliary people than do other states. We need these people
to help carry out the treatment program the doctors and
other professional workers prescribe. If you don't have
that cooperation, that training, insight, intelligence,
you have ignorance, failure, actual sabotage. It happens
here, it happens at Springer, for example , right now.
The University is going ahead on some related
fronts. We have a dental assitantsprogram; a dental
hygienists program is planned. We have a medical
technicians program and are talking about a medical
school. At the same time, if this present proposal
means we are going to retreat completely from the re lated area of social work, robbing the professional
people of this help, this is a major question of policy
which we ought not to act on hastily and at the very
time when the universities, including this one specifically, are being urged to do more in this field. Our
own Governor's Conference on the Aged has urged that a
school for social work be established. And if at the
same time that others are moving ahead, we are simply
going to wash our hands of responsibility, it is a
serious matter to be considered in the light of these
other developm;nts we are undertaking. I suggest that
this proposal be referred to the Policy Committee, so
that we may know what our University policy is to be .
PROFESSOR CLARK
Excepting the immediate needs
of the Sociology Department from these othe~, larger
considerations I would like to ask, was this proposal
ever considered by the office of the new Administrat~ve
Vice President in connection with the over-all planning
for the medical school? Has it been looked at by the
office of the President and the Vice President? This
proposal to drop the curriculum might seem to establish
a policy.
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WYNN
The decision by the Department of Sociology
which has always had the.r~sponsibility ~or this program
was taken before any decision on the medical school was
announced, so far as I know. This proposal cam from
within the Sociology Department while it was under an
acting chairman. There is a great deal to be said on
the other side. As for what Professor Weihofen has said
I would rather leave that to Dr. Varley to ans er . I
s . Ellis left
would like to say, however, that before
the campus she came to see me because she was fear ul
that her students would not be able to finish this program. I assured her that any such students ho were
caught out on their degrees in the program should co e
to see me and I would help them work it out . Not one
has come to see me. This has been a very odest little
program -- not one graduate in two years over the ast
five or ten years. It thus seemed to the Department
that it was something not called for in their future
offerings.
PROFESSOR STRAHLEM
You may recall that, among y
major mistakes, I was once director of the \elfar D
partment in this state. I would agree with Neihofen
that there is a substantial need for such training but
little demand. There seemed to be a pretty good screeni
process for making sure that any qualified person would
not be employed in the Department .
PROFESSOR VARLEY I would like to reassure Dr.
ihofen and others that the Sociology Department is not
unmindful of the needs in the welfare area .
e are not
completely abandoning considerations oft is need. In a
state university, people who might be interested int is
area should have an opportunity to learn about it, so
this will still be in the Department as a formal course
offering. Practically speaking, the course as outlined
in the Catalog now leads to the degree in social work.
It will be altered only by dropping three rather technical courses so people who would like to get content
~reas appropriate as background for professional training later on will still have that chance . The formal
degree in social work that was offered here has no professional status in the field; it is not recognized by any
professional social organizations. ~he real ~eed in this
state for personnel in tbe welfare f~eld requires a l?t
more than just the University's setting ~pa program in
this area. We are handicapped by two.maJor pr~blem~:
(1) the salary scale available ere simply wont bri~g
people to us· and (2) there is not a secure career line
in many area~ of social work here because of, I may say,
the remorseless savagery of political maneuv ri
So

>
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trained and qualified people say, why come here when
the demand is so great all over the country? They can
can go elsewhere and do the work they are trained for
at better salary, with more security and better prosp;cts.
On the undergraduate degree level I think there is
a real question as to whether we can do much in the way
of professional training. A University of Denver representative was here a week or so ago and interviewed some
of our students. He said he would like as broadly trained, as liberally trained, people as we could provide to
go on for advanced work. This was what I also learned
from a major state university school of social work.
So our proposal was designed in order to put our efforts
to the best use, rather than simply giving a formal degree in this area.
QUESTION called for.
POPEJOY
The motion is to drop the curriculum for
social work. All in favor say "aye. 11 Opposed "No."
Motion carried. (Professor Weihofen voted "no.")
The next item is one that is not on the mimeographed
agenda. It is a proposal for a change in the Speech
major. Dean Wynn .
WYNN I shall call on Professor Eubank to explain
this proposal .
PROFESSOR EUBANK
There is actually nothing new
about this proposal. People who have met th~ group requirement in speech correction ha~e been taki~ these
courses during the last five or six years. This statement is just to firm it up in the.Cata~og ~o tha~ a
student who wishes certification in this field will
know what he has to take.
?
.
t ions.
Are
there
any
ques
POPEJOY
FREEDMAN
Why can't this wait for a regular
place on the agenda, so that one can hav~ ~ opportunity to prepare oneself to understand it.
EUBANK
This has gone through the A & S Advisory
Committee, the College Faculty, and tis
t~e University
about all the
th
Curricula Committee. I presume
a
working over that it needed.
FREEDMAN
But I am wonderin~ why.it.is not on
the agenda. This is the second time within my

Speech
Major with
Emphasis in
Speech
Correction

.
;

;)

r.
i 1_-- _
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experience that a rather important item has come up
without being on t~e agenda. Presumably this is a
proposal to establish a program for preparation in a
professional field of some importance. It is not
likely to put us in competition with such programs
as that at the University of Iowa, of course but it
does require, it seems to me, rather careful'examination by the entire University. I question the procedure.
EUBANK
I might answer by saying that perhaps
the Dean o Arts and Sciences can tell why it was
not on the regular agenda. It was passed by the Curricula Committee last week, probably too late for
this agenda.
~
The old buck is slithering all around.
I will pass it to Dr. Castetter, Chairman of the
Curricula Committee .

PROFESSOR DOXTATOR
I wonder if we could have
the names of the courses in question.
EUBANK I can give you those if you wish. Students have been talcing them for the last six year .
I repeat, there is nothing new in this proposal. It
merely firms up the Catalog announcement, allows a
student to know what he has to take to get the basic
certification. I can list all these courses if you
like.
POPEJOY
Perhaps Mr . Durrie can help us with
the question about why it is not on the agenda.
MR . DURRIE
I did not receive the notice until
after the agenda was mimeographed. That was done on
Monday or Tuesday of last week .
POPEJOY
Professor Eubank
and Dean Wynn,
and r. MacGregor -- normally we have Catalog ~ressure
on us at this time of the year, but that doesn t seem
to be the case here.
MR. 1 CGREGOR
The deadline for turning in
Catalog material has passed.
(Laughter.)
EUBANK
proposal.

I should like to move adoption of this

SEVERAL ME BERS
PROFESSOR VERNON
myself with the program .

Second.
I would like to familiarize
Forty-two hours is a large

<:
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number . I move we table this proposal until the next
regularly scheduled f aculty meeting .
PROFESSOR SWIHART

Second.

POPEJOY
There is a motion toiable this proposal .
All in favor say "aye . " Opposed "no . " I think e bad
be~ter have a count on this . All those opposed, p leas
r a ise your hand . (Mr . Durrie reported a count of 24)
Motion to table is lost .
•
All in favor of the motion to adopt this proposal
say "aye . " Opposed "no . " Motion carried .
The next item , number 5 on the agenda , is a proposed change in requirements for graduation ith General Honors . Professor Freedman .
FREED!'lAN
I am not as good a politician as Dean
Parish . I should not have spoken up on these ot er
matters , since I , too , have a proposal to put befor
you . This proposal merely recognizes a situation
ich
is already in existence . The present program or
Honors envisions a minimum of three y ears , six credits
each year . The present situation, for reasons havin
to do with curriculum, has changed the senior year
om
six to two credits , adding the requirement that all
senior honors students work in the department of their
major as assistants for a stipend. This reduces t e
actual nu mber of credits from 18 to 14, but if a student takes six hours in the freshman year, he can take
up to 20 hours in Honors . I ~ove that this proposed
change in the Honors requirement be approved .
DEAN COUNTRYMAN

Chang
Requi
f or G
t on w
n r
Honors

in
m nt
du th

Second .

POPEJOY
Are there any questions? ( estion
called for . ) All in favor say "aye . " Opposed "no . "
The motion is carried .
The next item on the agenda is a proposal concerning the number of hours required for the B. B.A.
degree .
Dean Parish .
PARISH
The College of Business Administra~ion
would like to propose a reduction in its graduation
requirements for the degree of B. B. A. by four hours,
for the following reasons , reas~ns that er~ also
presented to the Curricula Committee and hich that
Committee approved.

Change i n
Requ· rement s

for B.B.A.
degree
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This is really part of a much broader program
that we hav~ been putting into effect for a number
of years , first, to raise the quality of our offerings
and second , to make more effective use of our teaching'
resources . Many of you know that we have made a number
of s~eps along both these lines during the past five
or six years . Nb.at is behind this change from 124 to
120 hours is that we have revised this year, after
about a year and a half of study , nearly all the courses
we off~r , and that has resulted in a reduction of 19
hours in our undergraduate offering, an increase of 9
h?urs in the graduate offering, and thus a net reduction of 10 hours . Also it has eliminated all twohour courses . We have not dropped any area that we
have been teaching but simply have consolidated courses
so that each of the areas invol ved in these courses is
somewhat broader than it has been in the past .
We haxe been concerned for a number of years with
the fact that we were forcing each of our students
who wanted to complete his four- year program on time
to take six courses , 17 hours, in each of two semesters . As an administrative problem I have run into
it a number of times, and I do not feel justified in
saying to students , "You may take 17 but not 18 hours
unless your grade point average is sufficiently high,"
and I think most of us know there is hardly any difference between a two- hour course worth its salt and a
three- hour course . We believe this has had something
to do with the rather low over- all average that students in Business Administration have had , and we would
feel much better about it to be able to say to students,
"You ip.ay n ot take more than five courses , 15 or 16
hours; unless you have a rather high average you will
not be permitted to take more . "

...

So far as a more effective use of our teaching
resources is concerned , I would like to point out
that in this process of raisi~g quality in th~ College
of Business Administration this has been a maJor factor in our reduction in enrollment . Since the University College was founded we have reduced our undergraduate enrollment by aimost one- third ,. but in that
process our ratio of students per full-time faculty
bas risen , so that the cost of this change has not
fallen on anyb ody else . We expect our enrollment to
be lower next year but hope that will be the b?ttom:
Also we believe that this change we are proposing will
enable us to maintain a rather high student-faculty
ratio .

r

I
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I move this proposal be adopted.
SWIHART
POFEJOY

Second .
Are there any questions?

PROFESSOR PAAK
Is there any reason why the other
four hours could not be put into electives?
PARISH
No reason . It is what we are doing no ,
but we don ' t feel the need. We feel that this same
requirement then should be applied to the University
as a whole . r e feel also that five courses are soli
enough to be a full program. Eight 15-hour semesters
make up 120 hours . Furthermore , in the reduction
from 124 go 120 hours we are continuing to require
40% of the work in Business Administration and Economics, so there is an actual reduction from 50 to 48
hours in these two fields and an increase of 2 hours
in electives .
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD
Suppose this would be considered for the whole University . What variety would we
have in the requirements in the various colleges?
What is the highest college requirement?
POPEJOY
program.

For one college we have a five-year

TRAVELSTEAD
I am wondering what implications
this diversity has .
PARISH
I don ' t know that I have anything to
offer on that . We have diversity now . I believe
that as a matter of principle we will all come to the
conclusion that you don't strengthen c~ric~la
adding hours . Almost every high- grade institution
that selects students does not offer more than 120
hours in the liberal arts .
any are going to the
unit system - - 40 units to graduate . A ~ar~e number
of univ er sities in the east are not permitting more
than 12 h ours . Heidelberg College has gone to three
courses a semester . I do not argue going below 120
hours , a good solid load.

?Y

TRAVELSTEAD One additional comment • . Another
way of stating it is whether s~udents be~in to look
upon certain colleges h ving di~ferent kinds of -~equirements as of different quality . That mi~ht influence the way in which they would hold various
colleges in this respect.

(
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PARISH
I.rea~ly don't understand your question.
Do you mean this might be a competitive thing? If
that is it, we have taken adequate safeguards, and
our enrollment is still falling and will continue to
fall.
Is there further discussion? (Question
POPEJOY
called for.) All in favor of the motion to adopt this
proposal say "aye.rr Opposed "no." The motion is
carried.
The next item on the agenda is a statement concerning the Coronado Credit Union, but, Professor
Duncan, you have an insurance matter also to discuss. Would you like to place that first on the
agenda?
PROFESSOR R. M. DUNCAN
I would. It is with
no pleasure that I co me before you today, because I
am mindful that the bearer of evil tidings, at least
in Spain in the Middle Ages, often lost his head.
I think you all have a copy of the report of the
Committee on Retirement and Insurance. You will
note that we are proposing, unless you object, that
the total premium for which a faculty member will be
responsible be raised from $11 . 50 to $16 . 10 per
month . The reason is clear, and I have stated it.
It occurred to me that you might have questions that
I or other members of the Committee might answer.
PROFESSOR LIEUWEN I wonder what the people in
the bracket over $8 ,000 are contributing in the way
of premiums to those of less income. You ca~ answer
this by telling me, if you change the dedu~tible
amount to $100 for everyone, what the premium for
1961 would be. You state in your report that the
Committee considered a change in the deductible
amounts.
DUNCAN
The nearest I can come to answering
that is to say that, after a telephone conversa~ion
between TIAA and Mr. Perovich, I was told that if.
all deductions were increased by $50, we would still
need to increase our premium by 32%, rather th~n by
40% . That does not entirely answer your quest~on,
I realize. I will say this in regard t~ changing
the premium: there are three answ~rs, first, the
humanitarian . we have an obligation to memb~rs.of
our University community who get lower salaries,

Increased
Premium for
Major Medical
Health
Insurance
Program

J
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for them it would be a hardship to raise the deductible
amount . to $100, rather than $50 . Second ther is t e
~ct~arial answer . Statistics of insuran~e c ompanies
i~dicate t~at people in higher salary brackets have
high~r medical e~enses and draw more heavily on
h?spit al and medical insurance . Third, there is what
might be called the political answer; there are more
~eople on the faculty who are in the $75 bracket than
in the $100 one . I can't tell you, however, what the
increase in premium would be if all had the same amount
deductible . Is there anyone else on the Committee who
remembers the figure we bandied about?
LIEUWEN You say that people in the higher income
brackets have higher medical expenses. Would you say
that people in the lower income brackets are apt to
have larger families?
DUNCAN
Yes, our B & G people are apt to have
larger families . But it is not normally the children
who cause these expenses .
Through the month of
September , 121 payments were made, on 76 claims, totalling $11 , 016 . Whereas for employees in ag group 30 to
40, there were 20 claims and 35 payments for a total of
$2,404 , in age group 40 to 50, with 183 insured, 39
payments were made for a total of $6,676. T~is is
employees, not dependents . For dependents of e ployees
in the 30 to 40 age group, 32 claims were paid totalling
$5 , 192; in the 40 to 50 age group, there were 33 claims ,
56 payments, for a total of $7,652.
LIEUWEN I would make one observation. I admire
the humanitarian feeling which holds that we have an
obligation to the lower-salaried group, but I ender
if they have such strong feelings . Why restrict it
to emp l oyees of the University? Why not make it still
broader -- I say this in a ridiculous sense - - ~d
include the whole community? We have no place in anything outside the faculty. Most of these outside
people are in the under $5 , 000 bracket, so what w~ are
being asked to do is to contribute to the health insurance of all these people simply because they are
members of the University, not members of the faculty.
Is it in order to make a motion at this time?
DUNCAN
Later , after a question and answer period .
There are 276 people with less than $5,000; 200 , mostly faculty , are in the $5,000 to $8 , 000 grou~; and 142,
all faculty , in the over $8 , 000 bracket . ?his would
seem to indicate there are more e ployees insured
than faculty.
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~REEDMAN
I am puzzled . When the plan was first
instituted I assume that premiums and benefits were
based on actuarial statistics from other institutions.
.
DUNCAN No, any insuring company for a health
insurance group take·s into consideration the experi~nce of tha~ particular group only . We are essentially self-insured. However , it would not be safe
for us to bank our own money and pay our own claims
because then if a catastrophe struck the community,'
we would not be able to meet ouD obligations . Therefore , we have it underwritten by someone with vast
resources so that they can take care of the group in
~he event of such emergency . Claims in our instance
in the last few years have been excessive , but we are
still covered .
FREEDMAN
So when the first premiums were instituted and the $50 deductible established , that was
more or less trial and error?
I

DUNCAN
Yes . The major medical insurance gives
~ather complete coverage . All companies have had to
increase their premiums over what we have been paying .
DOXTATOR
We would like to have a large coverage
in our family , but I would be interested also in
small coverage with a lower deductible and a slightly
higher premium . Have you investigated this possibility?
DUNCAN Yes , the Committee decided the cost would
~e out of proportion if we had a 25 deductible : Various companies bid on $25 , $50 , and $100 deductible .
We chose to start out with the $50 figure; then a year
ago we had to change it to conform to the salary
bracket .
CLARK
Your statement as chairman of the Committee
is an understatement in terms of the coverage of th~s
policy which , in our opinion , is as good ~s an? of its
kind -- in reality it is the only o~e ?fits kind • .
It is a hybrid plan that TIAA was willing.to exp~riment on with us . The whole idea is tha~ it combine~
the ordinary base plan with a major.me~ical plan which
usually has a deductible at the beginning of.about
$500 . We are trying to get both advantages in one
plan . Any other standard plan would cost abo~t ~hree
dollars less without nearly the coverage . This ~s a
neat example of TIAA taking t~is faculty and trying
to work out a special plan , different from any other

3
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one in
·
plan
. combining the base plan with the maJor
medical
PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE
What does the reserve of
$6 , 000 stand for? What would happen if there were
no chan~e at all and the present rate of claims were
to continue?
DUNCAN
plan .

They would cut us off .

We would have no

WOODHOUSE
~o I u~derstand this : the University
~a~s.tb~m a premium . iould they not have just as much
initiative as we to raise the premium, to determine
what the increase should be? Why do we take the initiative?
DUNCAN We don ' t . We realized that we would have
to review this this year , but we learned early in
October when a man from TIAA visited us , that our
claims were running so far in excess of our premium
that an increase would have to be made . He said , I
think , a 40% increase . We ~xamined our figures , and
it appears that TIAA is fully justified in requiring
this increase . We know what experience the Equitable
Society has bad in the public schools , for example .
I am reasonably sure also that if we bad a good experience and we were paying too much , TIAA would be
willing to entertain a reduction in premium .
DOXTATOR The cost figures 3D°fe over income . Is
there expected to be a further increase in the deficit?

j

DUNCAN
We hope not . They explain that they do
not expect to recoup the losses they have bad.over
the last two years while they have been carrying us
at a lower rate .
PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON
Claims of people with
$100 deductible have amounted to 126% of their premiums· of those with under $100 deductible , to 122%
of th~ir premiums . So I don ' t think we are subsidizing
anybody .
PROFESSOR HIBBEN
Dependents are all in one category , whether you have one or five?
DUNCAN
Yes . People with fewer dependents are
usually the older people . This tends to offset the
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fact that.the younger people are responsible for
the relatively good showing -- there is less illness among the young .
POPEJOY
I call to your attention the fact
that this increase will be recommended to the administration unless otherwise instructed by the
faculty , so for that reason Professor Duncan is
not making the motion .
DUNCAN
I do have one announcement concerning
the Coronado Credit Union , of which I am president
at this time . I wish to invite faculty members to
join the Coronado Union . It is an easy way to
borrow and to save money , relatively easy to pay
back because of the payroll check- off system . I
have a more selfish reason for desiring more faculty participation -- we need the advice and assistance of the faculty . There are relatively few
faculty members of the Coronado Union , and those of
us who are members find that we have to spend too
much time in holding office . With more participants
we could pass those jobs around . Since the Coronado
Union has started making loans for the purchase of
automob i les , the interest rate is competitive with
the bank . The Union might serve your needs as
borrowers more than would have been the case a few
months ago . We paid 4% interest last year , but I
don ' t know whether we will be able to increase that
this year or not .
When do you make that payment of
MISS WAfERS
4%?
DUNCAN

In January .

POPEJOY
Is there further discussion?
will then pass on to item 8 on the agenda .
President Castetter.

Ve
Vice

CASTETTER
At the first meeting of the faculty
this fall I made an announcement reg~rdi~g the
privilege of the faculty to make no~inations for
honorary degrees . We have not re?eived very many
nominations this year and would like to hav~ you
submit more , if they are genuine.ones . _I simply
want to call this to your atte~tion ~gain . I shall
not read the provisions governing this matter_ un:
less there is call for this . If you have nominations

Coronado
Credit
Union
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please make them right away because we will begin
to process them right after the holidays .
FREEDMAN
Will Dr . Krutch be offered the degree
again this year?
CASTETTER

Yes .

POPEJOY
Are there other questions? I have a
lon~ memorandum ~ere concerning item 9 on the agenda .
I wil~ not read it all, only the pertinent paragraphs,
but will ask that it be included in the minutes.
Memorandum :
College of Education
October 20, 1960
To :
President Tom L. Popejoy
From: Chester C. Travelstead
At its meeting last week the Advisory
Committee on Educational Television considered
in some detail the matter of residence credit
for courses taken by television . After some
discussion the committee agreed upon the points
listed below , which I am now passing on to you
for your reaction and consideration.
1) That President Popejoy should go before the general faculty at its November meeting
and ask for another extension of faculty approval for residence credit f o~ television courses.
The committee further suggested that such an
announcement made by the President should be
accompanied by a statement to the faculty that
a) Within the next few weeks all members
of the faculty would be sent information describing developments in this matter up to the
present ; and
b) At least two and perhaps three faculty committees (Policy Commit~e~, Advisory
Committee on Educational Television , and Entrance and Credits Committee) would be asked to
study this matter further and_bring to the ge~eral faculty , if possible at ~ts March or April
meeting , specific recommendations fo~ a permanent policy on various forms of credit for
courses taken by television.
2) That Dr . Claude Hempen would asse~ble
all pertinent information on developments in

Residence
Credit for
Television
Courses
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this matter up to the present and would make
a co~y of this information available both to the
p~esident and to members of the Advisory Commi~tee on Educational Television. vVben revised,
this statement would then be the one to be distributed to members of the general faculty.
3) That the Policy Committee be asked to
study this matter and later to make its recommendations both to the administration and to the general faculty .

4) That the Entrance and Credits Committee
be requested to make further recommendations in
~his matter, if in the eyes of that group it feels
it should . This particular step was not felt to
b~ mandatory by the members of the Advisory Committee on Educational Television.
In general , I think the sense of the Advisory
Committee was that residence credit for television
courses is quite appropriate, even on a permanent
basis when certain criteria are met . However,
it felt that the steps described above would lead
to better faculty understanding and satisfaction
about all these points .
I shall be glad to discuss this matter with
you further if you desire to do so .
PROFESSOR REEVE

.,

...

Does that call for a motion?

POPEJOY I don ' t think so . This is all we have in
the way of committee reports .
e will now move to the
heading of old business . Does anyone have anything to
present at this time? Is there any new business?
Any announcements?
Professor
PROFESSOR McMURRAY
I might say to you longMcMurray:
suffering members of the faculty tha~ I had informed
Request for
the proper authorities that I was going to make a
Contribuvery brief announcement, but it was left off t~e
tions (J. c.
agenda. I had a good fifteen minu~e speech written
Russell case 1
out with a lot of literary quotations from Plato
dow; to the present, explaining in deta~l why I am
speaking to you today . I shall not de~i!er tha~ address or release it to the press as original~y intended.
The hour is late , and if it seems necessary in the
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future, I_shal~ sa? what I had planned to say today
and I believe it will attract first-page space.
I am a~king you for money to fight in the courts
of_Ne~ Mex 7co for a principle and against a law. The
princ~ple ~s freedom -- freedom for each one of us to
practice his profession and to live his life without
1:1-llwarrant~d interference from any source. The law
~s one wh~ch grants to every top public school administrator in the State of New Mexico arbitrary power -arbitrary power to take from each of us here at the
University for instance some forty to eighty thousand
dollars and to force us to spend our later but not
necessarily declining years in utter academic disgrace
and degradation. As I have stated before, this is a
power which no leader of men will accept or use and
which no tyrant, however petty, should be allowed to
exercise. No man is fit to wield arbitrary power,
and in my opinion not even a god should be allowed
this privilege .
We need your money, at least fifteen hundred dollars of it unless we should fortunately win the first
round in the District Court and the University should
decide not to file an appeal. Should the case have to
be taken to the Supreme Court of the United States, we
have some reasonable hope , but no commitment whatsoever, that the American Association of University Professors will pick up the tab after the case has cleared
the State Supreme Court.
How much ought one to give? A typical assist~t
professor without tenure bas donated $15 . 00. It is
my opinion that better paid and more secure personnel
should dig deeper. Two members of this faculty -one professor and one associate professor -- have
pledged one hundred dollars each if this amount is
necessary to carry this case through the courts.

May I quote from a publication of the Educatio~al
Policies 0ommission: "Each member of a faculty, while
holding allegiance to the scholarly discipline which
draws him into the university, cannot escape an_equal
responsibility for the total character and quality of
the college way of life ••••
"The degree to which all faculty members are. actively concerned with the improvement of ~he_academ7c c?mmunity is an index of their citizenship in the.institution . No generation of faculty members can ignore

...,

8
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the requirements of this academic citizenship without
h8.:min~ the academic en~ironment and reducing :public
faith in the value of higher education. 11
Perhaps some of you still think it convenient,
comfortable, and expedient to remain silent. I shall
not quarrel with you. A scholar, however, dare not
remain ignorant when the freedom of higher learning
and his own vital interests are at stake. Information is available. Some of us shall be happy to hold
a seminar or colloquium if there is sufficient interest
among you.

V

Kindly make your checks payable to the Committee
on Freedom, University of New Mexico. Of course, we
will accept cash, and in either case you will remain
anonymous.
I thank you.
PROFESSOR REEVE
remarks that academic
this University, I am
and I certainly would
pig-in-a-poke such as

If you are implying in these
freedom has been infringed at
very much surprised to hear it,
not contribute anything to a
I have just listened to.

POPEJOY
I would like to say this to the members
of this faculty, here and not here, if you have a
chance to :pass this word on to those who are absent.
If you would like to receive information in regard to
the matter which has been before your Committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure for almost a year, I am
quite sure this information can be made available to
you. I would prefer that it not come from the administrative offices. If you do have questions you would
like to ask, I suggest that you.address them to your
own elected Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
Are there further announcements?
Meeting adjourned at 5:35 p.m •

.. . .

~t~~y
"----iohn N. Durrie,
Secretary of the Faculty.
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PROPOSED CHANGE IN REQUIREMENTS
FOR GRADUATION WITH GENERAL HONORS

THE GENERAL HONOrtS PROGRAM, SECTION (b), page 105 of current
catalog:
PRESENT:
, . . (b) completion of 18 hours in courses listed under
"General Studies" in the section of this Catalog entitled
:'Courses of Ins true tionn (see page 260), including normally
the program for the senior year; . . . .
PROPOSED:
, . . (b) completion of 14 to 20 hours in courses listed
under "General Studies" in the section of this Catalog
entitled "Courses of Instruction" (see page
) , including
normally the program for the junior and senior years; . . . .
r

. .
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7.1
December, 1960

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION reduction of hours for graduation for the
B, B,A. degree from 124 plus 4 PE to 120 plus 4 PE.

Explanation
The College of Business Administration finds it practical and desirable to
.'

reduce its graduation requirements for the bachelor 1 s degree from 124 to
120 for the following reasons:
1.

There has been a tendency to create 2-hour courses to permit students
to reach the numerical limit of 124. In 2 of the 8 semesters, therefore,
students take a 17- hour load in 6 courses .

2.

The maximum load a student is permitted to take without petition is 17
hours . For the typical student six courses is too heavy . Yet we are
constantly faced with the distasteful task of explaining any normal
student 1 s right to enroll in 17 hours but barring unusual circumstances,
that he may not increase this by one hour without his having attained
a scholastic index approximating 1 . 3 .

3. The College has had as one of its primary objective s the avoidance,
wherever possible, of narrow and technical or purely descriptive courses .
The curricula demand a breadth of disciplines not ordinarily found in
other degree areas. We believe fifteen or sixteen hours, in five courses,
should be all an average student should take in one semester. The substantially lower grade-point averages of student s in the College of
Business Administration (only the School of Law is lower) with fairly
strict admission requirements, is some indication of this problem.

4.

5,

The proposed reduction of 4 hours has enabled the College t o revise many
of its courses toward even more rigorous standards and to effect a net
reduction of 10 hours in total offerings, undergraduate and graduate,
even though :
1)

almost 25% of teaching hours had been elimfnated in the
previous 5 years, and

2)

a newly expanded graduate program is being inaugurated .

The tendency of the 120 hour degree, and a normal 15-hour load , should
be away from proliferation of courses and t oward more solidly uniform
8-semester curricula.
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